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Meet John Rakis,
WordCom’s New Chief
Revenue Officer!
WordCom is happy to announce the most
recent addition to our team, John Rakis! We
were really excited to have John come on
board in September as our CRO, and we asked
him to share a few things so that we could get
to know him a little better . . .
Q: Tell us a bit about yourself & your
background.
A: I have a wonderful family. Three adult
children, two are married to great spouses and one
child is finishing his Master’s degree at the University of
Tennessee. I also have a 19-month-old grandson that is
perfect. Professionally, I love building culture, serving
clients, being creative, and building revenue through those
avenues. Previously, I have done that as Director of Sales
and Marketing at Treetops Resort in Northern Michigan and
at Zoo Knoxville as Director of Guest Experience.
Q: What are you looking to accomplish for WordCom in
your new role?
A: I truly want to help our clients help their customers in the
best ways possible. Our role here at WordCom is to serve
by helping our clients reach their goals and serve their
customers exactly as they see best.
Q: You’ve got a few months under your belt at WordCom
now… what’s the best thing about working here?
A: The staff here at WordCom!!! It is an amazing collection
of incredibly smart people that work hard each day to make

Above, John Rakis and
his wife, Jen; John and
family at right.

sure our clients are happy and that we are always finding new
and better ways to help.
Q: What do you do for fun in your free time?
A: Family time. I love spending every minute possible with
my wife, Jen. Together we visit our kids, golf, sightsee, boat,
and just about anything outside. We also enjoy cooking
together— she is really the great cook and I like to help.
Q: What would people be surprised to know about you?
A: I live in Tennessee but am from Michigan originally and love
all Michigan sports teams, especially the Michigan Wolverines.
Go Blue!
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Revenue Calculations for Marketing…
No CFO Needed!
CHRIS WACHTEL
CEO

For decades now, there have been debates between the finance and marketing departments
on how to truly measure the “profitability” of a customer. Every time the marketing
department or MCIF provider comes up with a calculation to estimate how much profit an
account or a customer generates, the finance people say that the number is over-inflated or
under-inflated or doesn’t allocate the appropriate amount of “overhead” to each customer.

The truth of the matter is that the
debate is really unnecessary. The
focus of marketing should be to
generate revenue by bringing in new
account holders or getting existing
customers to utilize additional
accounts and services. While it’s
important to be conscious of the
cost of the account opening channel
(online vs branch for instance), the
overhead isn’t a factor that can be
controlled by marketing, so it’s less
relevant in the calculation. Although
often used interchangeably, it’s
more accurate to say that the goal of
marketing is to bring in customers
who generate revenue instead of
profits.
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When dealing with existing
customers, the relative revenue of the
customer or account is often more
important than the actual dollar
amount of the revenue or whether
the customer is “profitable.” The main
reason to find out whether a customer
generates a lot of revenue, some
revenue, or little to no revenue is so
that you’ll know how and what to
communicate to the customer. Putting
customers into revenue segments
is all that’s necessary to make this
actionable.
For example, if customers are in the
high revenue group, they should be
communicated to about topics that

are relevant to them—often enough so
they feel valued to ensure they don’t
leave. Customers in the medium or low
revenue groups can be profiled to see
if they have potential to move into the
high revenue segments. If the potential
is there and product need exists, they
should be communicated to about
additional products/services that are
relevant to them. Customers in the low/
no revenue group that don’t have much
potential for anything additional can be
communicated to much less frequently
using lower cost channels to allocate
marketing resources elsewhere.
The added benefit of using revenue
segmentation is there is no debate on
whether the calculation is “right” or not.
The segmentation is
based on the relative
amount of revenue…
the customers being
in the top third of
revenue generators
means they are in
the high revenue
group… so the
actual dollar amount
is not needed. In
the end, every forprofit company can
agree that customers
who generate
revenue are what
keeps the company
in business—and
should be the focus
of that business.

New Loan Outreach to Start the New Year

HARRY WALTMAN
VP, Sales

The gifts have all been opened, the last party is over. This is when many customers
will be looking for cash to help fund the holiday bills. There are simple, easy options
to offer them. Communication of the cash-generating offer is all that’s required. Here
are a couple of programs that will work for your customers—and your institution.

Skip-a-Pay

money for them. Plus, additional fee
income is earned due to the extended
loan resulting in additional accrued
interest.

Many institutions are familiar with
this approach. In return for a small
deferral fee, customers can defer
a consumer loan payment for a
month, freeing up money after
the holiday season. For the
customer, the obvious benefit is
having less strain on their finances
during an already “wallet-crunching”
time of year. Instead of making
their usual loan payment for the
chosen month, that money can
now be directed elsewhere.
Consumer loan customers with
good loan payment history, terms
that still have several months
remaining, and monthly payments
that are much higher than the
deferral fee are the best prospects

HELOC Utilization
A reservoir of untapped loan
potential exists at most institutions,
and a targeted marketing campaign
can easily unlock it. Equity lines
already approved and opened are
a rich source of new loan balances.
Reminding customers of the credit
available to them and how to access it
provides motivation for customers to
activate their lines.
for the promotion.
For the financial institution, customer
goodwill is achieved by helping free up

Starting the new year with
additional cash is attractive to most
customers. Easy communication
programs can help deliver it.

Revenue Segmentation
Revenue segmentation
is a way to estimate how
much revenue a customer is
currently generating, as well
as the additional revenue they
have the potential to generate
if they open additional
products. Customers are then
put into groups to make this
information actionable.
Starting at the product level,
the estimated value of each
account is calculated utilizing a
combination of spread and fee
income. The estimated values
are then rolled up to the customer and
household levels and segmented into
groups of high, medium, and low. This
creates the baselines for the Estimated
Current Revenue (ECR).

Data
Bytes

CHRIS WACHTEL, CEO

are relevant to each product type. This
creates the Estimated Potential Revenue
(EPR). High, medium, and low segments

are created for each product,
customer, and household.
Comparing the Estimated
Current Revenue to the
Estimated Potential
Revenue of currently
owned products—as well
as additional products
that are likely to be
purchased—demonstrates
the “profitability gap.”
Customers that have low
current revenue but medium
or high potential revenue can
be targeted for the additional
products by utilizing an omni-channel
communication program to increase
engagement and product ownership.

A proprietary model is utilized that
predicts how profitable a customer
who owns each product should be
based on demographic factors that
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The Power of Dashboards

BRIAN LOGAN
AVP, Client Insights

The word “dashboard” or “data dashboard” has become commonplace
in our work lexicon these days, but a dashboard is just a fancy term
for a report. What makes dashboards more useful than a standard
Excel pivot table or chart—or PowerPoint slide—is the ability for the
user or presenter to interact with the dashboards and thus the data.
Dashboards allow users to explore, select, sort, filter, and drill-down the
data to whatever useful metrics are desired.

At WordCom, we have designed
dashboards using Microsoft’s Power
BI so that our clients can review their
marketing campaign results or customer
data easily and clearly, and with the
intent for the discovery of patterns and
insights within a marketing campaign’s
results or within customer data.
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One dashboard design that helps
achieve this goal utilizes a map-based
visualization. Visualization is defined
by Microsoft as “a display of insights
that have been discovered in the data.”
Specifically, our clients can see their
marketing campaign results mapped
out within their branch footprints.
What is also
beneficial
with this
map-based
visualization
is the ability
to filter or
select a
particular
branch or
market and
the map
will react by
zooming into
that area.
Also, this
visualization
enables the

user to hover over any point on
the map and a “tooltip” will display
information related to that point on
the map.
With any reporting mechanism,
providing too much information
can become overwhelming and
confusing to the end-user, which
may lead to frustration and lack of
use. The dashboards that have been
designed here at WordCom keep it
simple and organized for our users.
For example, on our “demographics”
page, they can jump from one
metric to another just by clicking a
button and the entire page adjusts
to their selection. This will provide
a clearer picture for them to pull
insights from the data.

A final but important concept
that can be built into the WordCom
dashboards is what can be done with
the campaign results or customer
data. There’s an unlimited library of
functions and expressions that can
combine, group, and perform advanced
calculations and queries. These
advanced calculations and queries
can be tailored for each client’s needs.
One example of these functions is the
“time intelligence” function, which
enables you to manipulate data using
time periods—including days, months,
quarters, and years—and then build

and compare calculations over those
periods of time. A more simplifified
way of saying it is: comparing one
month’s activity to the previous
month’s activity and showing the
percentage change over that time
period.
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CULTURE
CORNER

Every Year Is a Year of Caring at WordCom—
and Now it’s Official!
STACIE TINDLE
AVP, Client
Insights

WordCom is partnered with United Way through March 2022 in their Year of Caring.
Our donation allows us to support causes with the United Way in Central and Northeastern
Connecticut, like the Channel 3 Kids Camp in Andover, CT. We repaired and painted frames
for the sponsor signs they’ll use for the annual “Holiday Light Fantasia.”
This was a great team-building activity and aligns with our core values: commit to client
success, solve problems, have fun, be positive, act with integrity, focus on quality, and
exemplify teamwork.
Sharon Krukoff, WordCom’s Office Coordinator, cheerfully stated, “We wanted to align
ourselves with an organization that had local-to-global reach, benefitting people in
need near and far. We do a lot in Ellington specifically, but since we have about 7 remote
employees now, we wanted to spread out a bit. I researched quite a bit, trying to ensure
maximum benefit for both sides and I’m very happy with their mission.”
Look for more pictures of our team and our efforts as the Year of Caring continues…
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Data Reporting & Analysis
In today’s world, there is so much data available that it can
become overwhelming and cause “analysis paralysis” where
so much time is spent sifting through data and nothing is ever
done with it! WordCom has been working with financial
data for over 40 years, and in that time we have developed
some unique ways to view data and help make it actionable.

INTELLIGENCE RIGHT ON TARGET
Dynamic dashboards with insightful visuals can help break
through the data clutter and provide up-to-date metrics
regarding account openings, balances, and customer profiles.
Know where you are in terms of meeting monthly, quarterly,
or annual goals and compare to past performance. More
importantly, find areas of opportunity to surpass the goals.

MAKE IT ACTIONABLE
While plenty of companies can give you data, WordCom
partners with you to make it actionable. We collaborate
with you to understand what your goals are and then craft a
reporting and analysis plan that helps you accomplish those
goals. Some of the dashboards we have helped our clients
with are:

New ways to view data and
make it actionable.

WHAT’S AVAILABLE
Here are some of the data points you can use to maximize
the usable information:
• Demographics – age, income, life stage, home
ownership, and wealth indicators provide a picture of
what your customers look like
• Next Most Likely Product – predictive models based on
demographics and product ownership
• Attrition scores – models to identify customers likely to
leave so you can communicate before it happens
• Prebuilt Segmentation – household level segmentation
covering 10 categories and 90 subcategories
• Profitability – identify those customers that are profitable,
those that are not, and those that have more potential

• Monthly, quarterly, and annual account and
balance growth
• Time period comparisons
• Product ownership profiles
• Opportunity analysis regarding Next Most Likely
Product
• Changes in revenue segmentation groups
• Attrition reporting and retention opportunity
analysis

Your goals are our goals, so please contact us today at (860) 822-0622
or visit us online at www.wordcom-inc.com
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